Dear Sir,

When I returned from the Lyon, the London merchant had bit in 35 pt. of his promise more soon as possible. We have bit, brown, blue, and white for about 30 coats, and white for 40 or 50 waistcoats. We will be made up soon as possible. Mr. Pickard left up 3/4 of his leath. Please for samples, and I think opened Mr. Gibbons in prospect of weather, every much in making. Have wrote him F. Noble the post of yours he would send to Exeter all he has now ready. Whatever he may have by the 2nd May at this time, as they are much cheaper, then Coth of much more durable also allows from him the money would be ready on delivery of them to you. Therefore would advise you providing a draft on the Treasury in season, it is probable he may send some this week. Marshall send up Stockings the first of Feb. some shirts for. I am with respect,

P.S. wish you to send the seal to Bottom down first of Feb.